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Dear Mr. Layton,
I have suffered great lost due criminal
actions of Administrators of the University of Waterloo who
have covered up fraud and wrongdoing using the malice of
suppression and blacklisting . Essentially , Dr. Douglas
Wright lied in writing for a US NIH scholarship which is
felony fraud. More importantly in order to cover up the fraud
they violated my Charter of Rights and Freedoms to avoid the
public exposure and embarrassment for blocking theories
valuable to finding the answer to cancer and other ; plus
consequential funding agencies investigations . There is no
statutes of limitations for felony fraud committed against the
US government, and , so , I am asking President Obama to
begin a criminal investigation of Dr. Douglas Wright ( see

enclosed material). To this I am asking Prime Minister Harper
to release federal materials which shall support and prove said
criminal allegations /investigation ( see enclosed ).
Mr. Layton the ramifications of my request are significant
,but also are the effects on society from the role of Big
Business manipulating tax funded research programs to how
ordinary Canadian students are cheated of a fair chance for
positions and careers in science due a rigged scholarship
program promoting the children of the Elite : nepotism over
ability and merit. Since I believe these issues are of
importance to many of your stated policies I am approaching
you to request the Prime Minister have the Government of
Canada release the requested documents for the criminal
investigation. Any other help you could offer would be
appreciated.
Thank you,

Edward A. Greenhalgh
The enclosed CD can be read by downloading Open Office
.Org software.
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